Goblin Guts (gives the drinker a boost of strength)
Materials
Moonstone Juice
Mandrake Juice
Simply mix Moonstone Juice and Mandrake Juice together. Use dry ice for potions
effect.

Helious Potion
Materials
Empty soda or water bottle (any size)
Balloon
Powdered Bicorn Horn
Tantacula Acid
Paper Towel
Directions
1. Tear the paper towel in half. Take one half and tear it in half again. You will use one of
these smaller squares as your "wrapper".
2. Place about a tablespoon of powdered Bicorn horn on your wrapper. Fold it up and
twist the ends closed so that the powdered Bicorn horn is neatly inside.
3. Pour about 1/4 cup of Tantacula Acid into your bottle, then add the wrapper of
powdered Bicorn horn.
4. Quickly place the balloon securely over the top of the bottle and watch the balloon
blow up all by itself!
NOTE:
You can swirl the liquid in the bottle to help the two chemicals react once the balloon is
fastened to the top.

Seer’s Milk (used in divination to see the future)
Materials
Unicorn milk
Rainbow Rock extract
Aged Bloodstone Liquid
Shallow pan (like a pie pan)

Directions
1. Pour Unicorn milk in a pie pan, and allow the milk to warm to room temperature.
2. Place a few drops of different colored Rainbow Rock extract into the pan of milk.
3. Next, place a few drops of aged Bloodstone liquid into the pan of milk.
4. Watch what happens.

Dragon Snot (when fed to a hippogriff, it will be under your complete control)
Ingredients:
 1 cup Leech Juice
 Rainbow Rock extract (optional: coloring can stain!)
 1 cup Dragon Bile
Pour leech juice and coloring in plastic container.
Stir until color is thoroughly mixed in.
Add dragon bile a little at a time, stirring with a spoon or kneading with your fingers as
mixture thickens.
Keep stirring until mixture holds together like putty.
Test with your fingers: if too sticky, add more starch in small amounts until mass is
smooth and rubbery.

Tantacular Acid = Vinegar
Powdered Bicorn Horn = Baking Soda
Elixer of Life = Water
Aged Bloodstone Liquid = Dish Soap
Unicorn Milk = Milk
Leech Juice = Glue
Dragon Bile = Liquid Starch
Unicorn Tears = Rock Salt
Essence of Dittany = Vanilla Extract
Powdered Erumpent Horn = Sugar
Moonstone Juice = Sprite
Mandrake Juice = Sherbert
Rainbow Rock Extracts = Food Coloring

